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Fiber quarter-wave plates and magneto-optical fibers are important components that greatly affect the sensitivity of fiber-
optic current sensors. A Tb:YAG crystal-derived silica fiber (TYDSF) was fabricated using a CO2 laser-heating drawing tech-
nique. The linear birefringence of TYDSF was measured as 6.661 × 10−6 by a microscope birefringence measurement instru-
ment. A fiber quarter-wave plate was fabricated by TYDSF at 1310 nm, which produced circularly polarized light with a
polarization extinction ratio of 0.34 dB. Additionally, the linear birefringence of TYDSF was decreased by 22% by annealing
at 750°C for 7 h, and the Verdet constants of annealed TYDSF were measured to be 9.83, 6.67, and 3.48 rad=�T · m� at 808, 980,
and 1310 nm, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Fiber-optic current sensors (FOCSs) based on the Faraday effect
have promising development prospects in the field of high cur-
rent transmission and measurement. Compared to traditional
current sensors, FOCS has great advantages because of its
smaller size, resistance to electromagnetic interference, and no
saturation effects[1–3]. A fiber quarter-wave plate is capable of
transforming linearly polarized light into circularly polarized
light, as well as circularly polarized light into linearly polarized
light, whose quality directly affects the precision of FOCS. Fiber
quarter-wave plates are mainly composed of highly birefringent
fibers[4,5] with a beat length in the millimeter range, which
requires precise length control. The polarization-transforming
fiber could also be used as a quarter-wave plate[6,7], which is
not sensitive to temperature changes. However, the fabrication
process of the variable rate spun fiber is complicated, making
this solution not universally applicable.
The standard silica fibers (SFs) that are commonly used as

magneto-optical fibers in FOCS exhibit a weak Faraday effect.
This weakness leads to a significant increase in fiber length,
resulting in a reduction in the sensitivity of the FOCS due to
the linear birefringence. A spun highly birefringent fiber is a
promising candidate for FOCS[8]. An alternate approach to
achieving high-sensitivity FOCS is to increase the Faraday

effect of the fiber through doping ions with strong magneto-
optical properties into optical fibers, so that the length of
the magneto-optical fiber required for FOCS is shorter.
Multicomponent glass fibers could achieve high Verdet
constants[9–11]. In particular, Ref. [12] has reported a 56% (mass
fraction) terbium-doped fiber with a Verdet constant of −24.5 ±
1.0 rad=�T · m� at 1053 nm, which is 20 times greater than that
of the standard SF. However, the compatibility of the glass fiber
with standard SFs is poor, making it difficult to integrate them
into FOCS. SFs doped with fewer rare-earth ions have significant
advantages, such as smaller thermal expansion coefficients and
lower transmission loss[13–17]. However, these types of fibers are
subject to concentration quenching, limiting the doping concen-
tration and resulting in a low Verdet constant.
YAG crystal-derived silica fibers (YDSFs), which are made

with yttrium aluminosilicate glass cores, have offered several
advantages over other multicomponent glass core fibers, includ-
ing superior physical and chemical stability, and excellent
compatibility with standard SFs[18–20]. Moreover, YDSFs can
accommodate significantly higher concentrations of ions than
conventional doped SFs. Tb3� ions have a strong Faraday
effect because of the electronic transition of 4fn → 4fn−15d.
Additionally, Tb3� ions demonstrate good transparency in
the visible to near infrared range.
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In this work, we fabricated a Tb:YAG crystal-derived silica
fiber (TYDSF) with high Tb3� concentration based on a CO2

laser-heating drawing technique. The linear birefringence of
TYDSF was measured through a microscope birefringence mea-
surement instrument, and a fiber quarter-wave plate was fabri-
cated by TYDSF. Additionally, the TYDSF was annealed to
reduce linear birefringence, and the Verdet constant of TYDSF
was measured.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Fiber fabrication and properties

A TYDSF was fabricated on a CO2 laser-heating drawing tower
using the molten-core method[21]. Compared to conventional
graphite heating, CO2 laser heating provides several advantages,
such as smaller high-temperature zones, faster heating speeds,
and better parameter control, resulting in reduced cladding
diffusion[22]. The melting point of TYDSF is approximately
1900°C; its cladding is composed of highly pure SiO2. Therefore,
TYDSF exhibits good compatibility with standard SF. The
element concentrations of O, Si, Y, Al, and Tb in TYDSF, which
are measured by an electron probe microanalyzer (C10633,
Hamamatsu, Japan) are 45.54%, 17.15%, 16.48%, 10.67%, and
10.15% (mass fractions), respectively. Figure 1(a) shows the
refractive index distribution of TYDSF using a fiber refractive
index analyzer (S14, Photon Kinetics Inc., U.S.). As a result of
high concentration doping materials in the fiber core, the rela-
tive refractive index difference and numerical aperture were cal-
culated to be 1.5% and 0.25, respectively. The TYDSF features a
uniform core and cladding, with measurements of 5.6 and
125.8 μm, respectively. The attenuation characteristics of
TYDSF depicted in Fig. 1(b) were determined using the cut-back
method with an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, AQ6315,
Yokogawa, Japan). It is evident that TYDSF exhibits exceptional
transmission capabilities, ranging from 600 to 1500 nm.
The excitation and emission spectra of TYDSF shown in

Fig. 1(c) were measured using a fluorescence spectrophotometer

(Edinburgh FLS-980, UK). The four emission peaks at 487, 543,
586, and 620 nm are excited at 241 nm. The energy level tran-
sitions of four emission peaks are 5D4 → 7F6, 5D4 → 7F5,
5D4 → 7F4, and 5D4 → 7F3, respectively

[23].

2.2. Heat treatment and birefringence measurement
methods

To eliminate the stress generated during the fiber drawing proc-
ess that could increase the linear birefringence, TYDSF was
annealed at 350°C, 450°C, 550°C, 650°C, 750°C, 850°C, and
950°C for 7 h, respectively. The heat treatment was carried
out in a muffle (SXL-1700C, China), whose highest heating rate
and highest heating temperature were 10°C/min and 1700°C,
respectively. The sample of TYDSF was put on the edge of the
ceramic cup to prevent the cross section of the fiber from being
contaminated or damaged, and then the ceramic cup was
placed into the muffle, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Subsequently,
we used a microscope birefringence measurement instrument
(MicroImager, Hinds Instruments, U.S.) to determine the
annealing temperature at which the linear birefringence of
TYDSF could be eliminated to the greatest extent, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). Ref. [24] explains the basic structure and principles
of this instrument. Compared to other methods, which need to
construct an entire system[25,26], it can measure the linear bire-
fringence of samples faster and more efficiently. The spatial dig-
ital resolution of this instrument is 0.7 μm, and the detection
limit (background noise) for retardance is 0.1 nm. The measure-
ment range for retardance is from 0.1 to 3500 nm.
We adhered seven samples, which had been annealed at dif-

ferent temperatures, as well as an unannealed sample onto the
side of a glass slide, as depicted in Fig. 2(c). The samples were
then placed on the sample stage of the microscope birefringence
measurement instrument. By adjusting the X–Y and focus
controller of the sample stage, the cross section of the fiber sam-
ples was clearly observed. Subsequently, the retardance and
intensity distribution of these fiber samples were obtained

Fig. 1. Basic optical characteristics of TYDSF. (a) Refractive index distribution
(RID) of TYDSF (the inset is the profile of the TYDSF observed under a micro-
scope). (b) Attenuation spectrum of TYDSF. (c) Excitation and emission spec-
tra of TYDSF.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the annealing process and the linear birefrin-
gence measurement of TYDSF. (a) Schematic diagram of TYDSF annealing.
(b) Schematic diagram of microscope birefringence measurement instru-
ment. (c) Picture of TYDSF samples for linear birefringence measurement.
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through the software of the microscope birefringence measure-
ment instrument.

2.3. State of polarization and Faraday rotation
measurements of TYDSF

To ensure accurate measurement of the state of polarization and
Verdet constants of fiber samples, a system has been set up, as
depicted in Fig. 3. The system comprises four main parts: the
laser, a polarization control section, a magnetic field, and a
Stokes polarimeter. The polarization control section includes
one collimating lens (L), two polarizers (P1 and P2), one quar-
ter-wave plate (Q), and one objective (O). After passing through
Q, the state of polarization of light changes from linear polari-
zation to circular polarization. By rotating P2, the linearly polar-
ized light can be coupled into the fiber from different angles
while ensuring that the power of light is almost the same. The
WD-50 electromagnetic coil is used as the magnetic field, with
an adjustable air gap range of 0 to 80 mm. By using a Stokes
polarimeter (PAX5710, Thorlabs, U.S.), the state of polarization
of output light can be determined, and Faraday rotation can be
measured by activating the electromagnet.
In the experiment, the core diameter of the input fiber (HI-

1060) is matched with that of the TYDSF, thereby avoiding offset
excitation of high-order modes. Additionally, fiber samples are
relatively short and kept in a completely relaxed state, which is
not easy to excite in high-order modes. Furthermore, we detect
the mode patterns before and after the TYDSF (positions “A”
and “B”) in order to ensure that the fundamental mode propa-
gation in the fiber samples mainly exists there. The Faraday
effect is a magneto-optical phenomenon[27] that occurs when
the plane of linearly polarized light rotates at a certain angle
and the light propagates through a magneto-optically active
material. The rotation of polarization plane θ can be expressed
as[28]

θ = V · Bm · L, �1�

where Bm is the longitudinal component of the magnetic field
strength, and L is the length of magnetic field. V is the
Verdet constant, which represents the strength of the Faraday
effect of magneto-optical materials.

2.4. Theory of birefringence in fibers

The transmission Jones matrix of TYDSF under the influence of
linear birefringence could be equivalent to a linear retarder[29],
whose fast axis is parallel to the x axis given by

Mδ =
�
e−j�

δ
2� 0

0 ej�
δ
2�

�
: (2)

In Eq. (2), δ is phase retardance and is given by δ = 2πBL=λ,
where B is linear birefringence, L is the length of fiber, and λ is
wavelength. To perform as a quarter-wave plate, a segment of
the fiber should have a length of

L1
4λ
=
λ
�
1
4 � n

2

�
B

, (3)

where n is a nonnegative integer. In the system shown in Fig. 3,
linearly polarized light can be incident into the fiber at any angle.
Therefore, the state of polarization of the output light could be
expressed as

Eout =Mδ · Ein =
�
e−j�

δ
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0 ej�
δ
2�

�
·

�
cos θ

sin θ

�
= e−j�

δ
2�
�

cos θ

ejδ sin θ

�
,

(4)

where Ein is the state of polarization of the input light and θ is the
angle between the linearly polarized light and the x axis.
Subsequently, we can calculate the azimuth φ and ellipticity χ
of Eout given by

tan 2φ = tan 2θ cos δ, (5a)

sin 2χ = sin 2θ sin δ: (5b)

By substituting Eq. (3) into Eqs. (5a) and (5b), the state of
polarization of the output light from the fiber quarter-wave plate
can be obtained.
The Faraday effect is a kind of circular birefringence.

Therefore, in the presence of a magnetic field, elliptical birefrin-
gence occurs, so the state of polarization of output light can be
expressed as[30]

E 0
out =Mϕ · Ein

=

"
cos ϕL

2 − j Δβϕ sin ϕL
2 − 2F

ϕ sin ϕL
2

2F
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2 cos ϕL
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2

#
·

�
cos θ
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�

=
�
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�
, (6)Fig. 3. Measurement system of state of polarization and Faraday rotation for

optical fibers.
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where Mϕ is the transmission matrix of elliptical birefringence.
F is the Faraday rotation per unit length,Δβ is the phase retard-
ance per unit length given by Δβ = 2πB=λ, and ϕ is given by
ϕ2 = �2F�2 � Δβ2. To simplify the complexity of subsequent
equations, Eq. (6) is simplified through letters. The azimuth
of the E 0

out can be represented as[29]

tan 2φ 0 =
2�AC� BD�

A2 � B2 − C2 − D2 = f �θ, F�: (7)

Combined with Eq. (5a), the relationship between the Faraday
rotation Δφ = �φ 0 − φ� and the input azimuth θ can be
expressed as

f �θ, F� = tan

�
2Δφ� arctan

�
tan 2θ · cos

�
2πBL
λ

��	
: (8)

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1. Linear birefringence of annealed TYDSF

As shown in the insets on the left in Figs. 4(a)–4(h), the magni-
tude of the retardance is calibrated by the color map, and it is
obvious that the retardance of the fiber core is high. In the sup-
porting software, the retardance data can be plotted using four
straight lines passing through the center of the fiber core, as
shown by the retardance curves in Fig. 4. The length of these
samples is 2 cm, and their linear birefringence B can be calcu-
lated by B = Δn=L, as shown in Table 1, whereΔn is the average
of the highest values of the four retardance curves. As TYDSF is
annealed at a temperature of 750°C, its linear birefringence is
significantly reduced to the greatest extent, resulting in a
decrease of 22%. Once the temperature exceeds 750°C, the linear
birefringence of TYDSF increases instead of decreasing. This
phenomenon may be attributed to the presence of ions within
the fiber, which undergo alterations beyond a certain tempera-
ture threshold[31].

3.2. Polarization characteristic of TYDSF

According to Eq. (3), a fiber quarter-wave plate can be made by
unannealed TYDSF at 1310 nm when L = 4.92 cm.
When the angle between the linearly polarized light and the

fast axis of the fiber quarter-wave plate is ±45°, right-handed and
left-handed circularly polarized light can be formed, as shown in
Fig. 5(b), with ellipticity of 44° and −44.3°. The polarization
extinction ratio of the right-handed and left-handed circularly
polarized light was measured to be 0.38 and 0.34 dB, respec-
tively, which belonged to high-quality circularly polarized light.
It seems that TYDSF is well suited for making high-quality quar-
ter-wave plates because the impact of interception length errors
can be reduced when the beat length of the fiber is in the cen-
timeter range.

Table 1. Linear Birefringence of TYDSF after Annealing at Different
Temperatures.

Annealing Temperature B (10−6)

Without annealing 6.6610

350°C 6.5641

450°C 6.3579

550°C 6.0246

650°C 5.5270

750°C 5.1813

850°C 5.2844

950°C 6.2614

Fig. 4. Retardance curves in four directions of TYDSF samples (a) without
annealing and annealed at (b) 350°C, (c) 450°C, (d) 550°C, (e) 650°C, (f) 750°C,
(g) 850°C, (h) 950°C (the insets on the left are the retardance distributions
and color maps. The insets on the right are the intensity distributions).
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3.3. Faraday effect of TYDSF

As the fiber length exceeds half of the beat length, the Faraday
rotation is significantly reduced, due to the linear birefringence
existing in the fiber samples[30]. Additionally, when the polari-
zation state of the output light is almost circular polarization, the
experimental value of output azimuth is more susceptible to
errors, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Therefore, the length of TYDSF in
the experiment should be less than a quarter of the beat length.
TYDSF with a length of 2 cm will be measured for Faraday rota-
tion at 808, 980, and 1310 nm, respectively. According to the
previous section, it can be concluded that the linear birefrin-
gence of TYDSF was reduced to the greatest extent after
annealing at 750°C, so the measurement of Faraday rotation
is conducted on unannealed TYDSF and TYDSF annealed at
750°C.
The experimental Faraday rotation Δφ of TYDSF was mea-

sured at three different wavelengths before and after annealing,
as shown in Figs. 6(b)–6(d), while Fig. 6(a) shows the experi-
mental Faraday rotation of the standard SF. It is clear that the
experimental Faraday rotation of TYDSF changes with the input
azimuth θ due to the influence of linear birefringence, while the
standard SF does not exhibit this phenomenon. According to
Eq. (8), F · L can be calculated. In theory, F · L is the intrinsic
Faraday rotation of the fiber and has the same value at different
input azimuths. However, the experimental Faraday rotationΔφ
is affected by experimental errors, so the calculated F · L can be
considered as a compensated value. Although F · L calculated

for each input azimuth is not consistent, the amplitude of its
fluctuation is much smaller than experimental Faraday rotation.
Furthermore, the experimental Faraday rotation of TYDSF is
closer to F · L after annealing than that of unannealed
TYDSF. The average values of F · L before and after annealing
were then calculated at each wavelength, as shown in Table 2.
Subsequently, according to Eq. (8), the relationship between

Δφ and θ can be obtained, as shown by the solid line in
Figs. 6(b)–6(d). It is worth noting that when the input azimuth
is 45° and 135°, a relatively large Faraday rotation will be
obtained, but this is not the maximum value, and theoretically
the maximum value will be obtained when the input azimuth is
slightly less than 45° and 135°. As shown in Table 2, the average
F · L of TYDSF remains nearly the same before and after
annealing, indicating that its intrinsic Faraday effect has not
been altered. The average magnetic field, measured through a
Gauss meter, is found to be 0.7656 T. Therefore, the Verdet con-
stants of the annealed TYDSF can be calculated as 9.83, 6.67, and
3.48 rad=�T · m� at 808, 980, and 1310 nm, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. Output polarization state of TYDSF with the length of a quarter beat
length. (a) Schematic diagram of the transformation of linearly polarized light
into right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized light in a fiber quarter-
wave plate; (b) evolution of azimuth and ellipticity of the output state of polari-
zation versus the input azimuth in a fiber quarter-wave plate.

Fig. 6. Faraday rotation of fiber samples. (a) Faraday rotation of SF at 808,
980, and 1310 nm; Faraday rotation and compensated value (F · L) of TYDSF
at (b) 808 nm, (c) 980 nm, and (d) 1310 nm.

Table 2. Average F · L of TYDSF before and after Annealing at 808, 980, and
1310 nm.

Wavelength (nm)

Average F · L (°)

Without Annealing Annealing at 750°C

808 8.710 8.627

980 5.775 5.848

1310 3.067 3.049
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4. Conclusion

In this study, TYDSF was fabricated based on a CO2 laser-heat-
ing drawing technique. The linear birefringence of TYDSF was
measured using a microscope birefringence measurement
instrument. A reliable system was constructed to measure the
state of polarization and Faraday rotation of fibers. TYDSF
was used to fabricate a fiber quarter-wave plate at 1310 nm,
which produced circularly polarized light with an ellipticity of
−44.3° and a polarization extinction ratio of 0.34 dB. Since
the Faraday rotation could be affected by the linear birefrin-
gence, the TYDSF was annealed at 350°C, 450°C, 550°C,
650°C, 750°C, 850°C, and 950°C for 7 h to reduce the linear bire-
fringence. Annealing TYDSF at 750°C can lead to a substantial
reduction in linear birefringence, with a maximum reduction of
22%. It was found that the Faraday rotation of TYDSF after
annealing had smaller fluctuations with different input azimuths
than that of before annealing. Finally, based on the Jones matrix,
the measured Faraday rotation was compensated, resulting in a
value closer to the theoretical Faraday rotation of TYDSF. The
Verdet constants of TYDSF at 808, 980, and 1310 nmwere found
to be 9.83, 6.67, and 3.48 rad=�T · m�, respectively, which
were 4.20, 4.12, and 3.91 times those of the standard SF.
Therefore, it is evident that TYDSF is a good candidate for a fiber
quarter-wave plate and a magneto-optical fiber, which is used
in FOCSs, magneto-optical isolators, and magneto-optical
modulators.
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